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1 Introductory Material 
 

1.1 Acknowledgement 
 
We want to acknowledge our client and advisor, Daji Qiao, for thinking of this project.               
We also want to acknowledge the department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at             
Iowa State University for encouraging us to work on professional projects and providing             
us with extra phones for development purposes. 
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
 
Our project will address the issue of texting while driving. According to teensafe.com,             
just 3 years ago, 391,000 injuries were caused by distracted driving accidents. Even more              
serious than that, 9 people are killed everyday from distracted driving accidents.            
Answering texts while driving might seem harmless but replying to a text message takes              
the driver’s eyes off of the road for at least a few seconds. It takes only three seconds of                   
the driver having their eyes off of the road to be in a car crash. While texting and driving                   
is not the only cause of distracted driving, approximately 660,00 drivers use a cell phone               
during the daytime which means that the chance for a TwD accident is significantly              
increased every day. In order to find a solution to this problem, we will build an android                 
application to detect if someone is texting while driving. Accurately detecting whether            
someone is in the driver’s seat and that they are texting while driving is our biggest                
challenge. In order to do that without simply locking out everyone from their phones, our               
solution will have to include many different measures to ensure accurate detection. 

 
The solution to this problem will be to develop an android application to detect whether               
someone is TwD. Once TwD has been detected, the user will not be able to send text                 
messages until they stop driving. We will ensure that we can accurately detect TwD by               
checking multiple different categories. The first thing we will check is if the driving is               
moving faster than 10 miles per hour. This will tell us if they are in a moving vehicle.                  
The second category we will look at is determining where the person is sitting in the car.                 
We will use cameras to determining what is in front of the person as well as seeing which                  
way the seatbelt is going across the users chest. Our last category of verification is               
learning how the user normally uses their phone so we will be able to find differences                
when they are TwD. 
 
1.3 Operating Environment 
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The operating environment will be the user’s vehicle. We expect that this environment             
will not be subject to any extreme conditions, but rather a controlled environment. If an               
extreme condition does occur (such as a car accident), then the app is no longer of use in                  
that environment anyway. It is also worth noting that the application is intended to be               
active even when the user is not in a vehicle, since it is vital for the program to                  
understand a user’s regular texting habits when not driving. Our application will be             
downloaded onto the user’s phone, so withstanding hazards in the environment it is used              
in is not much of a concern. 

 
1.4 Intended Users and Intended Uses 
 
Our intended users are anyone who drives a vehicle and has an Android smartphone. As               
our app is meant to detect texting while driving, if someone is not a driver then it doesn’t                  
make sense for them to have an app that prevents them from texting and driving. Our user                 
also needs to have an android smartphone as the app we are making is an android app, so                  
therefore they need an android phone to run the app.  
 
The intended use of our app is for anyone who wants to make sure that they cannot text                  
and drive. For example, this could be a parent who has their child install it because they                 
want to make sure the child stays safe; or, someone who acknowledges that they have a                
problem with texting and driving and want to take measures against their habit.  
 
1.5 Assumptions and Limitations 
 
Our list of assumptions is as follows: 

1. The phone used during driving is being consistently used by the driver. They will              
not use someone else’s phone while in the driver’s seat. This assumption needs to              
be made since we will use machine learning to track the phone owner’s             
tendencies. If the driver uses someone else’s phone then machine learning will not             
help us with detection. 

2. The user has the app enabled consistently, even when not driving. This will allow              
us to learn the owner of the cell phone’s texting tendencies when they are not               
driving so we can more accurately detect texting while driving. 

3. The app should be relatively simple to activate. Therefore, the user does not have              
to go through many steps themselves to make it functional. The user will be              
unwilling to use the application if it is too complicated to activate. 

4. The driver, if texting, will only ever be texting with one hand. This is the assumed                
normal behavior. Detecting texting while driving will is simplified by this           
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assumption if we can figure out a way to determine how many hands they are               
using to type on their phone. 

5. Our application will only be used by drivers in Iowa. Only letting our application              
be used in Iowa will simplify the data privacy laws that we need to follow. 

6. People who are running will not be texting. Since runners can reach very fast              
speeds that are over our speed threshold, we will assume that the user will not be                
using their phone if they are running as that is difficult to do. 

 
The project limitation are as follows:  

1. The application must not take up unreasonable amounts of memory or battery life             
to run. This could cause problems or irritation for the user if violated. 

2. The application will support English and not any additional languages or           
translations. 

3. The application will not make use of any external hardware. All of the sensors              
utilized will be on the phone. 
 

1.6 Expected End Product and Other Deliverables 
 
The end product is a standalone Android application which detects texting while driving.             
This will be done with machine learning techniques and readings from the phone sensors.              
This application will not require any additional hardware to be run.  
 
Since this project is split across two semesters, there will be a preliminary end product by                
the end of the first semester. This will be a working prototype with all intended functions                
of the final product in use while the application is running, but not necessarily perfected               
or well-developed by that point.  
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2 - Proposed Approach and Statement of Work 
 

2.1 Objective of the Task 
 
The objective of our project is to make a reliable mobile application for detecting and               
preventing texting while driving. To accomplish this, we will create an application for             
Android phones which will use built-in sensors and learned user texting habits to reliably              
know when to lock texting functionality on the phone. The application will be a              
standalone application, thus not requiring any additional hardware. The end product will            
have a low false positive and false negative rate so drivers cannot accidentally be allowed               
texting anyway, and passengers will still have full functionality of their phones.  
 
The primary goal of this solution is to detect when a driver is texting and driving. The                 
secondary goal is to implement a lock out process that is triggered when texting and               
driving is detected. This in turn will create a safer driving experience for the user and the                 
other drivers on the road. 

 
2.2 Functional Requirements 

 
1. The application prevents drivers from sending texts if certain dangerous          

conditions are met. This is the most important functionality and the main purpose             
of the project.  

2. The false positive rate and false negative rate should not be greater than 10%. It               
would be very easy to block 100% of drivers, but that would also block              
passengers as well. We want to be able to block as close to 100% of drivers while                 
blocking as few passengers as possible. 

3. The application should run on Android OS 4.0 and newer. We want to access as               
many phones as possible without being limited to an unnecessarily basic version            
of Android. We would like our application to be available to as many as possible,               
and with Android, older versions of software are actually very common. That is             
why we would like to support the oldest software possible. 

4. The app does not use an internet connection (it is a standalone app). This is               
necessary if service is poor and to avoid breaking any applicable data handling             
laws with outside data storage. 

5. Optional: Stop the phone from viewing texts. This would of course allow the texts              
to be received, but would not allow the user to access them. 
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6. Optional: Response time is fast enough to block the reading of any incoming             
texts. We want the program to be fast enough to block these incoming texts. If it                
is not fast enough to do this, there is not much point in having it. 
 

2.3 Constraint Considerations 
 

Our non-functional requirements are as follows:  
1. The app itself will be easy to set up and run. We want the app to be as easy as                    

possible for the user to set up. This does not count hardware, as hardware will               
probably be a tedious setup and can’t be helped. 

2. The app must be reliable at least 95% of the time, meaning that it runs               
consistently without crashing. This is important since the app is active most hours             
of the day to monitor user habits; also, obviously it would defeat the app’s              
purpose entirely if it crashed while the user was driving. 

3. The app must comply with applicable sensitive data laws (presumably resolved by            
making it a standalone app). Personal information is potentially at risk, so it is              
important that our app does not break the law when dealing with that sensitive              
data.  
 

The constraints are as follows: 
1. The application must run on Android OS. 
2. The application must be compatible with Android 4.0 and onwards. This will            

allow more phones to be able to use our application without compromising            
functionality. 

3. We can’t (or at least shouldn’t) simulate actual texting while driving because it is              
dangerous behavior, so there may be some variation in the data between testing             
and when trying to approximate when someone is actually texting while driving. 

4. Testing the app most accurately requires at least two people with an actual car              
driving around. This is primarily a time constraint, since this type of testing is              
more time-consuming than testing that can be done from a computer, and both             
participants must be available. 

5. Our team lacks machine-learning experience, which is vital to the project. Part of             
the detection process will be the ability to recognize a difference in the normal              
texting pattern of the driver so we will need to learn about machine learning so we                
are able to incorporate that into our project. 

6. The project is intended for research, not marketability; therefore, a fully           
functioning product may not result.  
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2.4 Previous Work And Literature 
 
There are several existing applications and research projects on this subject. Not all are              
fully developed to the extent of being able to stop texting while driving but only detecting                
the likelihood of a user being the driver. Their areas of research include the driver               
voluntarily locking him/herself out of the phone, monitoring changes in typing habits,            
using external peripherals (outside the scope of this project), and using a phone’s built-in              
sensors to detect the specific location of someone in a car. Another application that exists               
on the market currently is called Safe Drive Zone. This application works by having two               
modes. According to safedrivezone.com the first mode is the parent mode and the second              
mode is a driver mode. This driver mode has limitations that are set by the parent mode.                 
Some such limitations include redirecting calls to a pre set up text letting the caller know                
that the person is driving. On the market, some insurance companies have apps that              
measure your driving skills and if you have good skills it can give you discounts on your                 
car insurance. One such app is Allstate's DriveWise app. According to allstate.com, the             
app tracks your speed and how hard you brake, and a customer receives discounts based               
on not driving at recklace speeds and not braking hard. While these apps don’t              
specifically monitor texting and driving, they do track speed which is something we are              
interested in monitoring. 

 
2.5 Proposed Design 
 
Mode Switching:  
The program to detect texting while driving will be split into two parts: Learning Mode,               
and Detection Mode. The program’s first function will be using the accelerometer to             
measure the user’s current speed. If the speed is low - indicating either walking, running,               
or biking - then the program will start in Learning Mode. If the speed is fast enough to                  
assume the user is in a vehicle, then Detection Mode will start instead.  
 
The accelerometer continues to be monitored while in either mode. Learning Mode can             
be switched to Detection Mode at any time if the speed suddenly becomes high enough.               
To switch from Detection Mode to Learning Mode, however, will require the            
accelerometer to remain at safe speeds for at least five minutes. This is so Detection               
Mode is not broken immediately when a vehicle slows down due to traffic or stops at a                 
light or stop sign, which are very common driving events.  
 
Learning Mode: 
In this mode, the program is passive as it attempts to become familiar with the phone                
user’s regular texting tendencies. Machine learning will be the primary feature in use             
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here, as the system measures texting speed and correctness to learn what is normal              
behavior and what is abnormal behavior. These results will be kept long-term and made              
available for the Detection Mode to use.  
 
Detection Mode: 
In this mode, the program is alert and will attempt to determine if its user - who is already                   
traveling at a high speed - is also a driver. If it does determine that its user is attempting                   
to text while driving by a combination of high speeds and recognizing abnormal behavior              
(as defined by the Learning Mode), it will lock the texting features of the phone until                
Learning Mode can be safely resumed. The phone will not lock if the user has not                
attempted to text while driving (to avoid frustration with users having to wait several              
minutes after stopping to use texting features when they did nothing wrong). 

 
2.6 Technology Considerations  
 
Our solution will be developed with usage of Android devices running the 4.0 OS and               
newer. Most of our data to determine texting while driving will be provided by the               
phone’s built-in sensors. Android phones have a wide assortment of sensors including:            
accelerometer, gravity, gyroscope, linear acceleration, proximity, and rotation vector. The          
accelerometer and linear acceleration sensor measures the force of acceleration on the            
phone on the x, y, and z access. It is capable of detecting when the phone shakes, tilts,                  
spins, or moves. The android gravity sensor monitors acceleration on all axes, but is              
primarily used to detect when the phone is falling. The gyroscope sensor measures the the               
phone’s rate of rotation on the x, y, and z axes. It’s primary function is to monitor when                  
the phone turns or spins. The proximity report the distance of objects from the phone’s               
screen. It is capable of measuring the phone’s position during using. The rotation vector              
sensor monitors the phone’s orientation per each axis.  

 
2.7 Safety Considerations  
 
Our primary safety concern is that we should not simulate actual texting while driving.              
As this is considered dangerous behavior we do not want to actually attempt this so we                
could have some slight differences from our tests with what we expect to happen. 
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2.8 Task Approach  
 
The first stages of our projective included heavy research per the client’s request. As              
texting while driving is a well known problem, there have been many studies on the               
subject as well as attempts at a solution. These attempts include apps with various means               
of detection and functionality. Our client was interested in looking at what the industry              
and researchers have already produced before moving forward.  
 
From the requirements of the project, a non-external texting while driving detection            
mobile application, the direction of our application development is clear. As our client             
has requested we produce an android application, we will be developing a mobile             
application using the android developer kit. The kit has built in functions that interface              
with the sensors present on the phone, while newer versions increase the amount of              
sensors available to us. Further research narrowed down the sensors we use to create a               
viable detection scheme.  
 
The sensors we will be interacting with on the phone include its accelerometer,             
gyroscope, and GPS. As we reach further stages in our project, we may expand our use of                 
sensors, as there are many available to us. Table 1 contains some of the key sensors and                 
functions associated with them.  
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Each sensor will aid in the overall detection scheme, each having its own test. The tests                
include a speed test, position test, centripetal acceleration test with the gyroscope, and             
vertical acceleration test. The speed test determines if the phone is exceeding speeds             
beyond what is possible for a human. The position test will determine where the user is in                 
the car. The centripetal acceleration test will serve as another indicator of position. And              
the vertical acceleration will serve the same purpose. With these combined tests, our             
mobile application should achieve both high detection rates and accuracy.  
Our strategy for accomplishing our project goals can  be found in Figure a. below.  
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Figure a: Weekly Working Process Diagram 
 

2.9 Possible Risks And Risk Management 
 

1. (Physical health risk) Testing our application will not be safe unless we are in a               
controlled environment. More realistic testing will require use of a personal           
vehicle. Although the driver will not be the one performing the tests, it is easy to                
be distracted by the passenger working nearby and make driving less safe. 

2. (HR / Scheduling risk) It is natural that team members will become sick during              
the course of two semesters. This can seriously hamper their ability to work             
efficiently for the duration of the illness, and it is almost certain to occur for every                
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person in the group at some point, perhaps multiple times. Anything from minor             
to major injuries can also occur, purely by accident and unrelated to the project. 

3. Testing will require a car having sufficient gas in it, which is a cost. 
 

2.10 Project Proposed Milestones & Evaluation Criteria  
 
The first clear milestone of the project is activating the accelerometer functionality,            
which enables Mode Switching to occur. This will probably be the easiest part of the               
phone to use, and it will be the first check for danger in the program. It decides whether                  
the program will be in learning mode or in risk analysis, so it makes the most sense to                  
accomplish first. This can be easily tested by riding as a passenger in someone’s car or on                 
the bus, comparing the accelerometer readings directly to the speedometer. 
 
The second clear milestone is the completion of a prototype Learning Mode of the              
application. It will be difficult to see how effective the Learning Mode is without also               
creating the Detection Mode, which uses information gathered by Learning Mode.           
Because of that, it should obviously be developed first. This can be tested by making sure                
data is actually being recorded just through regular extended use of the phone. 
 
The third clear milestone is the completion of a prototype Detection Mode. At this point,               
the detection may not be very accurate, but it should at least be working correctly in                
tandem with the other states of the system (i.e. everything communicates properly, no             
glaring bugs, etc.). Full testing is now possible. 
 
The fourth milestone would occur after developing an enhanced version of the modes             
working together after seeing how our initial efforts turned out. By this point the false               
positive and false negative rates should be anywhere below 50% (in other words, the              
program is correct more often that it is wrong).  
 
The fifth and final milestone will be guaranteeing the false positive and false negative              
rates are anywhere at or below 10%. Heavy testing will be required to reach this               
milestone, and there is a possibility it will not be reached. If it is reached, however, the                 
project can be considered fully successful. 

 
2.11 Project Tracking Procedures 
 
Weekly progress reports are required by the instructor for this project. Since this is              
already a mandatory assignment, this is an easy way to keep track of our progress over                
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time. Since GitLab is also in use, we will have a history of every version of the program                  
code as well. 

 
2.12 Expected Results and Validation  
 
The outcome of this project will ideally be a stable, self-contained, standalone Android             
application which can learn its user’s texting habits as well as detect and prevent texting               
while driving at least 90% reliably and false positive rate no greater than 3%. It will                
require no external hardware at all and provide the expected results.  
 
The android development kit includes a wide range of debugging processes which will             
serve as preliminary testing with unit tests. It will be possible to run simulations using the                
android development kit before we go out and test in the field. From these tests will be                 
get a preliminary detection rate, accuracy, and false positive rate. Comparing these            
results, after hundreds of simulations, will give us an idea of how effective the              
application could be.  
 
Field testing will be done after simulations. Field testing will include the use of vehicle               
and the test android phones given to us by the client. In a controlled environment, it                
should be safe to test the functionality of the mobile application.  
 
Each test (i.e. speed, position, centripetal acceleration, etc.) that is implemented in our             
detection algorithm will require individual testing to validate its effectiveness in the            
overall detecting scheme. Using a combination of simulations and field testing focused            
solely on that particular test will give us insight as to which tests should have greater                
weight in the system.  
 
2.13 Test Plan  
 
There are going to have to have at least 2 different ways to test. For the passengers side,                  
we can simply have someone be a passenger while someone is driving. From there we               
can measure how many false positives we get. The driver’s side is a little bit more                
complicated, since we do not want to actually text and drive. A couple ways we could go                 
about this are first, in the unlikely scenario we get our hands on a european car with a                  
steering wheel on the passenger's side or a drivers ed car of some sort, we could just have                  
the person that would normally be driving text. We could also just have a distraction for                
the texter that would be a similar level to driving so that there is no danger. Both of these                   
scenarios would pose little risk and would yield results.  
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3 - Project Timeline, Estimated Resources, and       
Challenges 
 
3.1 Project Timeline 

 

Deliverables Due Date 

Project Plan Version 1 September 28th 

Design Document Version 1 October 12th 

Project Plan Version 2 October 26th 

Project Plan Version 3 November 30th 

Design Document Version 2 December 7th 

Final Project April 26th 

Table 2: Deliverables for project timeline 
 
This project timeline reflects the teams current understanding of deliverables and project            
dates. Since we are in the beginning stages of our project, we are focusing heavily on                
research and testing techniques for our project. We have to learn about the current              
technology and approaches that have been used before so we can make our application              
into an improved version to help with the current research out there for detecting TwD.               
Research and the beginning stages of development along with some testing will be our              
main focus for this first semester of senior design. 
 
Once we get into the second semester of senior design, the team’s main focus will be                
development and testing of our application. This will be where we finish prototypes of              
different elements of the project and start integrating them together. We will also have              
constant testing going on to ensure that each component of our application is working              
properly. As shown in Figure b in the appendices, this will allow us to have a sufficient                 
amount of time at the end of the project to test and make refinements to our project. 
 
This timeline will allow the team to work on the components of the project consistently               
to be constantly making forward progress. As we get further into the project, we will               
have a greater understanding of how much time different components will take to             
develop. For now our gantt chart allows for approximately 2 weeks of development on              
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each component followed by a 2 week period of testing for each component. Some              
components will take longer which will then be accommodated for as the project             
progresses. This project timeline gives the team some flexibility and will help keep the              
project moving forward through the year. 

 
3.2 Feasibility Assessment 

 
We plan to have around 3-4 tests to determine whether a texting person is both driving                
and texting. We hope to have false positives be under or around 20% and a false negative                 
rate around 10%. There are just goals right now, and it is really not feasible to accurately                 
predict them.  
 
We foresee several challenges ahead of us, including getting to this goal. One challenge              
we see is coming up with learning algorithms to see how a user typically behaves when                
they are not driving. None of us have any experience here, so there will most likely be a                  
learning curve. Another challenge we see is having the test be able to aggressively detect               
drivers, but at the same time not give false positives. This will theoretically become more               
difficult the more tests we do. Another challenge we foresee is working with all the               
hardware in the phone. It again is unfamiliar territory to us. Lastly, all the papers we have                 
looked at are from people much more qualified for this work than us. We would like to at                  
least match their results, but this will be difficult for us given the time constraint and our                 
levels of experience. We will no doubt come across many more roadblocks as we develop               
our project, but these are the ones we currently foresee. 

 
3.3 Personnel Effort Requirements 
 

Task # Workers Hours / Worker 

1.1) Creation of project frame in Android Studio 3 2 

1.2) Recording speed with the accelerometer 3 8 

1.3) Creation of Mode Switching 3 13 

2.1) Learning to get data from keyboard and text 
messaging application 

3 10 

2.2) Backend: storing data learned by the Learning 
Mode 

2 10 

2.3) Determining normal/abnormal behaviors 2 15 
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3.1) Getting user behavior during Detection Mode 2 15 

3.2) Locking out texting during Detection Mode 2 15 

4) Improving Learning/Detection Mode after initial 
tests 

4 15 

5) Final improvements to Learning/Detection Mode 
after extensive testing 

6 5 

Table 3: Personal Effort Limitations by Task  
 

3.4 Other Resource Requirements 
 
The materials required for the project are readily available. The only ones needed are              
Android phones, computers, and cars, none of which need to be purchased and all of               
which are accessible already. Laptops are being used by every group member for mobile              
development, and the university has many desktop computers available if more           
computers are needed.  

 
3.5 Financial Requirements 
 
The financial costs of the project are quite low. Android Studio is a free development               
tool, and every member of the group has access to an Android phone for programming               
and test, either because they already owned an eligible device or because they are using               
one of the two provided for us by Iowa State University’s College of Engineering at no                
charge.  
 
The only cost worth considering is any fuel which must be consumed for proper testing               
inside a car. However, even this should be minimal and could be easily divided up among                
team members for a low cost per person if we alternate testing vehicles.  
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4 Closure Materials 
 
4.1 Conclusion 
 
Our project aims to provide a solution that can reliably detect texting while driving. To               
accomplish this, we will develop a standalone android application using android           
developer software. Each week we will iteratively develop a more functional version of             
the solution and present to the client for feedback. This project will be heavy on research                
and prototype testing as we experiment the feasibility and accuracy of different solutions.             
A number of solutions of varying complexity will be explored. Our ultimate goal is to               
create an application that will utilize the sensors embedded in the phone to successfully              
detect texting while driving. Once detected, a protection system will activate that makes             
the user unable to send text messages until they stop driving. The delivery of this solution                
will provide a means for safer driving through text prevention. 
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4.3 Appendices 

 
Figure b: Gantt chart for entire project timeline 
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